
An All In Community of Hope and Healing 

By Kathi Herington, Senior Pastor of Whitehall UMC 

“NO WAY!” was my first impulse last fall when I received a letter from the West Ohio 

Conference inviting Whitehall UMC to be a partner in a prison-to-reentry program. We weren’t even 

doing prison ministry. Nor did it seem to be on anyone’s radar. Then, I jokingly showed the letter to 

Brenda and Janet, two Whitehall UMC lay leaders, and they responded with an immediate, “Yes! We 

want to do this!”  So began our story of transformative relationships and ministry as a 30-For-30 Pilot 

Program Church.  

Once our leadership team decided to go all in, a small group of us started the process of 

becoming acclimated to the world of “reentry ministry.” Through 30-For-30 relationships, our group of 

merry women were properly trained in the Healing Communities Framework. We also received mentor 

training and prison protocol training through our reentry community partner, Kindway EMBARK, and the 

Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections at the Ohio Reformatory for Women.   

After being commissioned by the Conference All In Community Coordinator, Kenya Cummings, it 

was time for us to finally meet “our person” inside ORW.   

On the third Wednesday of the month, two or three of us drove to Marysville to meet Lisa -- the 

woman who would be released to a home in Whitehall. We also met with the other incarcerated women 

who are a part of the EMBARK program.  It took only one visit for us to fall in love with Lisa and all the 

women who gather each month as the body of Christ - a visceral experience that has led to 

transformative and authentic relationships.   

As our team traveled to prison each month for over a year, more of us gathered at the church to 

pray and to learn about the realities of the US Justice System. We explored ways we, as a congregation, 

can welcome the woman who will reenter society in our community.  We talked about how the justice 

system is not always just. We began to see the incredible odds that the men and women, who return 

after incarceration, struggle against just to function as citizens in a society that does not value them and 

sees them as “other.” As our congregational team worked to understand, our congregation began to 

open up to new possibilities and perspectives.  

For example, our prayer team agreed to stretch our thinking by attending the Yearling Road 

TEDx talks. The topic was “Perception.” We were exposed to real people with real stories that altered 

our understanding of persons dealing with real life situations.  Our minds and hearts were broadened, 

and we returned to WUMC with newly opened attitudes. At the same time, Brenda regularly kept the 

congregation informed about Lisa, her family, and how she was doing inside. I often referenced injustice 

and hospitality in sermons and prayer. And our congregation started a new season of transformation. 

Just this month, on September 10, “our Lisa” was released from ORW and now lives a 5-minute 

walk from WUMC. We are thrilled that she will be a part of our congregation. To start, she plans to 

participate in ALPHA and our monthly produce giveaway.   She is eager to be a part of our community 



along with her children as she waits for the pieces of her life to fall into place.  A job and transportation 

are immediate concerns.  On Sunday, September 18, the congregation will welcome Lisa and her family 

children with a low key reception.  Tuesday, September 20, two more members will attend a day retreat 

at ORW sponsored and led by EMBARK insiders.  Slowly, but surely, the Spirit of God is working in the 

lives and hearts of the people of WUMC, spurring us to be ALL IN – a COMMUNITY of healing and hope. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Currently 1 in 10 individuals in Ohio is connected to a person under some form of correctional control. 

Chances are, then, you have your own “Lisa,” or a member of her family, in your congregation. Healing 

Communities Training helps your group identify your church’s existing resources that support people 

sitting in your pews or returning to your church who’ve been impacted by incarceration. West Ohio has 

four Healing Communities Trainers available to help you and your Lisa’s be a community of healing and 

hope. Contact Reba Collins, All In Community Consultant, at allincommunity@wocumc.org for details 

about Healing Communities Training. 

Want to know more about joining the 30-For-30 Pilot Program, Reba can help you with that as well.   
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